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Abstract

Objective

To evaluate the inter-observer reliability of nurses assessing respiratory rate.

Methods

We presented seven minimum 60-seconds long videos of thoraces of non-identifiable patients breathing to experienced nurses from several Danish emergency departments. Two videos were assessed by 50 raters while five were reviewed by eight. The videos were shown using an online system that also recorded the counted respiratory rate.

Results

A total of 140 nurses participated with a median of 15 years’ experience. The range of counted respiratory rate was minimum 10 on each video. For videos evaluated by eight nurses, average Inter Class Coefficient (ICC) was 0.662 (0.000-0.960) and individual ICC 0.197 (0.000-0.750). For the two case-videos analyzed by 50 nurses, average ICC was 0.0 (0.000-0.991) and individual ICC 0.0 (0.000-0.677).

Conclusions

We found a wide variation in measurements of RR with both few and many observers assessing exactly the same patients.
Introduction

Respiratory rate (RR) is part of most risk stratification tools, and abnormal values are correlated to poor outcome. However, the value of using RR in risk scores highly depends on the reliability of the estimation of RR. The existing studies assessing interrater reliability have been performed in laboratory settings or have used few raters per patient. We present data on interrater reliability assessing RR in a clinical setting where multiple nurses were asked, based on video recordings of patients, to triage the patients using different scoring systems. The aim of this sub-study was to evaluate nurses’ interrater reliability assessing RR.

Methods

This was a sub-study of Triage of Acute medical Patients – Interobserver Reliability study (TAPIR), a study evaluating interobserver reliability in measuring vital signs and clinical scoring systems. This sub-study used an online questionnaire distributed via e-mail to members of the Danish Emergency Nurses Association. The questionnaire included anonymized videos of real patient cases and each participant only saw one case-video. To evaluate RR, the videos showed a close-up of at least 60 seconds of the patient’s chest movements. We used seven case-videos. The first two case videos were distributed to 60 participants each, and the latter five case videos were distributed to 10 participants each. We calculated Inter Class Coefficient (ICC) using the one-way random-effects model as a measure of agreement as well as absolute measurements. Data will be presented as median (range) or ICC (95% confidence interval). Stata 14.1 was used for analyses. The need for approval was waived by the regional ethics committee; all patients had consented to be filmed and the video to be used in the study.

Results

Of 170 invited participants, 140 (82%) replied. Participants had median 15 years clinical experience (2-40). When evaluating the five case-videos, each analyzed by eight (of 10 invited) nurses, we found an average ICC of 0.662 (0.000-0.960) and an individual ICC of 0.197 (0.000-0.750). Range of measured RR was 22-36, 24-40, 14-32, 12-30 and 22-32, respectively (figure 1). For the two case-videos analyzed by 50 nurses each (of 60 invited), we found an average ICC of 0.0 (0.000-0.991) and an individual ICC of 0.0 (0.000-0.677). Range of measured RR was 20-60 and 19-40, respectively (figure 1).
Discussion

Using our novel approach with multiple raters evaluating few patients in a completely standardized clinical environment, we found that few raters were able to reach suboptimal level of agreement while many raters for only two patients showed poor agreement. This was likewise illustrated (as seen in figure 1) by the fact that each case had a wide range of measurements, more than 10 breaths per minute.

Our videos all showed each patient for at least 60 seconds. This enabled the participants to measure RR according to the standard protocol. However, we cannot know how the participants performed the measurement; inconsistency in methodology of counting a RR (e.g. counting for 15 seconds and multiplying by 4) might explain some of the large variations we found. Lim et al. found a similar phenomenon with variation of 6 breaths per minute when few raters assessed multiple patients.

The use of videos limits our study, considering that the rater is limited to what is shown on the screen, the quality of the video feed, and, due to the videos’ focus only on chest movement, lacking a more global evaluation of the study subjects. However, the study-setup allowed multiple raters to see the same patient and evaluate the same time span in the patient’s clinical course, something that would be unrealistic to set up without a video. Our group has previously used video recordings in a laboratory-based setup. Here, a healthy subject breathed at a standardized rate without variation over 60 seconds. In this hypothetic environment, we obtained excellent agreement. This suggests that the rater’s approach/method change when not given the specific task of measuring RR, but merely measuring RR as part of triage – similar to a clinical environment, where several assessments are done simultaneously.

RR has been proven to be one of the best predictors of adverse events. However, the variation found could have a large impact on calculated risk scores, e.g. early warning scores. While a RR of 20 would result in a score of 0, the effect of a RR of 25 would be a score of 3 using the National Early Warning Score. Our data thus implies that bedside, visual measurement of RR is not reliable for the purpose of risk scoring because of a substantial interobserver variation. There is a risk that the large interobserver variation will be passed onto the risk score, rendering it a less reliable tool. A simple way to overcome this might be to use automated RR measurements, thereby limiting interobserver variation.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we found a wide variation in measurements of RR with both few and many observers assessing exactly the same patients. This is cause for concern as RR is an intricate part of most risk stratification tools in modern medicine.
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Figure legends

Figure 1 – A bar graph showing the range in calculated respiratory rates for the seven cases. As seen, we found a wide variation in the count of breaths per minute.
Highlights

- Respiratory rate is part of most risk stratification tools, and abnormal values are correlated to poor outcome.
- Using video recordings of different patients breathing we found wide variation in measurements of respiratory rate by observers assessing exactly the same patients.
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